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Is biology just a complicated special case
of physics? Are its networks special?
The completion of the DNA inventory of a number
of living organisms has invalidated the excuse that
biology cannot be exact because it is necessarily
incomplete. No longer can the failure of a model to
explain experimental data be attributed to the inter-
ference of as yet unknown factors. Any such factor
can become known given sufficient experimental
effort. In addition, the concentrations of the tran-
scripts of all the genes, of all proteins and soon of
a number of organisms can now be measured. This
brings cell biology irreversibly into the realm of
the physical chemical sciences, where models and
hypotheses are scrutinized for consistency with all
known principles and experimental data, and then
tested by specially designed critical experiments.
Does this mean that biology has become a
branch of physics (and chemistry)? As functional
genomics unfolds, it becomes clearer and clearer
that it has not and will not. At least not when
‘physics’ and ‘chemistry’ are taken to refer to
the archetypical sciences that were so successful
in the last century. Physics and chemistry were
successful in the selection or dissection of their
objects of study. They only considered small, more
or less autonomous parts, which were then studied
independently. For quite a while (molecular) biol-
ogy followed suit, also dissecting and then char-
acterizing and understanding the individual macro-
molecules of living cells in isolation. And indeed,
that (molecular) biology came close to physics
and chemistry.
Biology is unique among the natural sciences in
that it is ultimately bound to a single object of
study, which is life itself, or at least to a single
class of objects, i.e. living systems. And ‘life’
cannot be reduced indefinitely. There is a smallest
unit of life: the autonomously replicating unit. This
unit cannot be dissected further without losing that
characteristic of biology, i.e. life. That is not to say
that biology should not also dissect living systems
and engage in molecular biology, but it should
ultimately return to its object of study, i.e. living
systems and life itself.
How large and complex is this minimum unit of
biology? We shall address this question in three
ways, from the insight of what may be needed for
life, from genome sequence data and from gene
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expression data. The smallest autonomously repli-
cating unit is the living cell. Biochemistry has
already explained why this unit is indivisible. Bio-
logical information being stored in a sequence of
reliably pairing bases requires the biosynthesis of
those bases, the sugar phosphate backbone, as well
as a supply of free energy (ATP). In order to drive
the re-phosphorylation of ADP, catabolic pathways
such as glycolysis are needed. For the rates of these
processes to be competitive, protein catalysts (often
with co-factors and prosthetic groups) are required.
This necessitates a protein synthesis machinery.
To keep everything together, a lipid bilayer is an
appropriate device, provided that extra transport
proteins are inserted [14].
The sequencing of entire genomes has confirmed
this view that there is a substantial minimum size
of the unit of life, where size is here measured
in terms of the number of processes. The genome
of Mycoplasma genitalium was shown to contain
about 400 genes, of which only 100 or so may be
dispensable. Following the ‘first law’ of biochem-
istry, that every process in living cells is catalysed
by something that involves a protein, the ‘first
law’ of genetics, that each process corresponds to
a gene, and the ‘first law’ of molecular biology,
that each gene corresponds to a stretch of nucleic
acid, this suggests that a few hundred processes
constitute the minimum unit of life. The experi-
mental observation that deletion of any of the 300
processes interferes with the living state [4] consti-
tutes the experimental proof that 300 processes is
indeed the minimum required for life.
The second phase of genomics brought an addi-
tional suggestion of a minimum unit of life. Exter-
nal perturbations were seen to cause the mRNA
expression levels of many genes to change [e.g. 2,
12]. In most studies of the transcriptome, a func-
tional change appeared not to be accompanied by
the altered expression of a single, ‘key’, gene, but
rather by that of a multitude of genes.
A few hundred different processes involve hun-
dreds of independent variables. If indeed this unit
of hundreds of processes were not reducible, then
this should make life unsuitable for the traditional
paradigms of physics and chemistry. Life should
be yet another one of those cases where (tradi-
tional) physics ‘either stands mute, or gives the
wrong answers’ [8]. Yet the opinion of many physi-
cists, chemists and molecular biologists has been
that this schism between physics and biology was
not essential: life was conceived as a collection of
processes that were so involved in each other that
no general principles ruled. Life should just be a
complicated special case of physical chemistry. It
should therefore be good enough to examine each
of the processes individually. The grand total of
the understanding of the 300 processes should then
constitute the understanding of ‘life’.
This point of view admits that biology as a
science reaches beyond physics and chemistry, but
then holds that the extension is trivial. Is the
extension indeed trivial? Any non-trivial difference
between the unit of 300 processes and the sum of
the 300 corresponding individual processes must
reside in, or derive from, the interactions between
the processes. Any non-triviality must arise in,
or from, ‘the network’. The question therefore is:
if we do take those interactions into account, do
new properties arise? Is the network special? Or
is the behaviour of the entire system not much
different from the sum of the behaviour of its
macromolecules in isolation?
Traditional theoretical biology, virtual
and e-cells: what may be missing?
There have been quite a few demonstrations of
complex properties arising in the interactions of a
number of processes. Examples are the oscillations
calculated for models of glycolysis. The oscilla-
tions did not, and could not, arise in the individ-
ual macromolecules; they really required the net-
work [7]. However, this type of calculation did not
constitute proof, as they were performed for ‘core
models’. Such core models contain what might be
characteristic properties of the real intracellular net-
works, but in highly simplified form, and for rather
arbitrary parameter values. Hence they show what
might happen in the intracellular networks, but not
what does happen. Most theoretical biology shows
what might happen, but not what does happen or
why it happens.
User-friendly modelling programs and even en-
tire modelling environments, such as the ‘virtual
cell’, have been created for biochemical networks
[e.g. 6, 3, 11]. However, contrary to what its name
suggests, the ‘virtual cell’ does not correspond to an
image of the cell; it is a valuable collection of soft-
ware allowing one to model intracellular processes.
These collections of software do not suffice to
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address the properties of the real intracellular net-
works. The flux balance analysis of the Escherichia
coli cell generated by Palsson and co-workers [1]
serves the important purpose of analysing what
happens in the living E. coli cell (in terms of flux
analysis). However, the modelling methods used in
this approach do not contain any other properties of
the gene products than that they have the capability
to catalyse certain reactions. They do not explain
the observed fluxes. Elementary mode analysis [9]
only uses network stoichiometry and demonstrates
which steady-state fluxes might run through the
living cell, given some required kinetic properties
of the intracellular macromolecules, but does not
specify the required properties.
These methods show what does or may happen,
but not why it happens. They lack a characteris-
tic of physics that we have not mentioned yet: to
explain, not just to analyse. Physics would want
to understand, on the basis of the kinetic and ther-
modynamic properties of the intracellular macro-
molecules, why these fluxes are as high as they
are, and why the phenomena of life occur.
Attractive silicon models
What makes networks ‘live’? From much work in
theoretical and mathematical biology we know that
self-organization, homeostasis, adaptation, ultra-
sensitivity, chemotaxis and cell cycling can all arise
from biochemical reaction networks, provided that
the macromolecules interact in certain ways. Tak-
ing an (ideal) metabolic pathway as an example,
one may summarize the ways enzymes interact as
‘talking’ and ‘listening’. The ‘talking’ corresponds
to carrying out a chemical conversion at a cer-
tain rate. The ‘listening’ corresponds to enzymes
adjusting the rates at which they catalyse their reac-
tions in response to the variations in metabolite
concentrations.
The recently initiated Silicon Cell Project [10]
differs from the above-mentioned developments
in that it has a computer replica in which the
macromolecules ‘listen’ and ‘talk’ (or whatever
else important macromolecules do) in silico. It then
calculates the behaviour implied by the knowledge
we have about the listening and talking. The
procedure uses software, not hardware; ‘silicon
cells’ do not correspond to analogue computers but
to software replicas of the living cell.
The properties of the macromolecules used in
the calculations should be real and based on exper-
imental determinations of those properties them-
selves. The corresponding experiments typically
correspond to in vitro enzyme kinetics, or to in vivo
determinations of the kinetic properties of the
individual macromolecules. The kinetic parameters
should not be obtained by fitting the parameter val-
ues such that the silicon cell behaves just like the
real cell. It is in this crucial aspect that silicon
cells differ from many existing, ‘phenomenologi-
cal’ models. This property of silicon cells is also the
one that makes them an important tool to address
the issue of whether there is essential new ‘physics’
in biology.
Twenty-first century biology: beyond
chemistry and physics
Silicon cells should allow one to address this
question. Some of the existing silicon cells have
suggested that such non-trivial properties indeed
arise in realistic networks [e.g. 5, 15]. Although
non-trivial, these properties can be down-to-earth,
such as the property that the system reaches a
metabolic steady state rather than engaging in a
metabolic explosion [13]. Whether these properties
arise in silico depends on the actual magnitude
of the kinetic parameters, stressing the importance
of silicon cells vis-a`-vis the already existing ‘core
models’. What comes from the networks is largely
non-trivial. In consequence, biology is not just a
complicated special case of physics. Accordingly
biology need not, and should not, conform to
the paradigm of traditional physics and chemistry.
Biology is the science of excellence concerning
natural networks and what they bring, and biology
may need to grow beyond physics and chemistry.
Silicon cells have only data as input and under-
standing as output. Hence they classify, as bioin-
formatics integrates various types of information,
we sometimes refer to this approach as ‘integrative
bioinformatics’. Relative to systems biology, sili-
con cells have the property that they relate directly
to molecular and experimentally determined prop-
erties. They may therefore correspond to molecular
systems biology.
The fact that silicon cells require precise magni-
tudes of kinetic parameters as input brings us to a
severe limitation to the approach. The processes of
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living cells for which the kinetic properties of all
participating macromolecules are known, are rare.
Consequently, there are only very few true silicon
cells in existence. Indeed most silicon cells do not
quite fulfil the above requirements and should be
seen as alpha versions of what should constitute
the real silicon cell. For their development, silicon
cells require close association with precise exper-
imentation, preferably in ‘entering the living cell’
contexts. We think that the philosophy behind sili-
con cells and the possibility to create such cells in
the wake of functional genomics, will make mod-
els of living cells more realistic and dynamic, and
therefore attractive and relevant.
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